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The following questions and clarification requests have been summarized from questions received from 
multiple bidders for this RFP.  Similar questions have been combined and reworded to ensure that the 
information is clear and concise to all bidders without repetition.  The information contained here-in is 
supplemental and supersedes anything in the drawings or RFP document that is conflicting.  Additional 
questions will not be responded to by the District or Consultant. 

General 
1.     Is this considered a bid or a request for proposal?  The pricing form refers to a bid and the 
specifications refer to an RFP.  Which is this considered? 

a.     This is an RFP 

2.     Can the counts for the existing cameras for each school shown below be verified: 

Andrew: 40 Interior, 20 Exterior 

Sandberg: 53 Interior, 18 Exterior 

Stagg: 34 Interior, 18 Exterior 

a.     All takeoff quantities are the bidder’s responsibility.  Final counts will be verified with 
received bids. 

3.     Can bidders access any of the facilities? 

a.     No 

4.     Does the bidder need to be licensed in the State of IL for security? 

a.     No 

5.     On the bid sheet: 

Where do we list the structure cabling numbers? 
Where do we list the Genetec additional servers? 
Who will be providing the recording server? 

a.     A revised bid form is being provided to all bidders. 

Labor: 
1.     Confirm the Working Hours for the projects 

a.     Ideally the winning vendor will be able to work 2nd shift, weekends, Spring Break, 
and holidays to get started prior to 6/1/20. Any work after 6/1/20 would be regular work 
days/times. 

2.     Does the school have lifts (indoor and outdoor) that we can use? 

a.     Bidders should assume that all lifts, ladders, and tools are to be supplied by the 
bidder. 
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3.     Is the proposed schedule the same if structured cabling for devices is included in scope 

a.     Yes, however the District understands that cabling would need to be second shift, 
holidays, weekends, or Spring Break prior to 6/1/20. 

4.     Clarify that project is to be ‘Prevailing Wage’ 

a.     Yes, Prevailing Wage 

5.     Being a Prevailing wage job, does this project also require certified payroll? 

a.     Yes 

 Bond: 
1.     Is a Bid Bond required? 

a.     Yes 

2.     Is a Performance Bond required? 

a.     Yes 

3.     Is a Payment Bond required? 

a.     Yes 

 Insurance: 
1.     What are the insurance requirements? 

a.     As part of the RFP response, bidders are to include a template Certificate of 
Insurance for review by the District.  

 Servers & Software: 
1. What is the existing software? 

a.     Genetec Advantage Expires 11/30/19 - 178 total current licenses 

2.     What are the existing servers? 

a.     Servers 

Directory Server (HyperV Guest): 4 core, 12G RAM 

3 BCD servers (1 @ each School) 

2 servers:  32 core, 16G RAM, 36TB 

1 server:  16 core, 16G RAM, 38TB 

Storage is for a guaranteed retention of 30 days 

3.     Are there any added workstations or mobile clients that need to be programmed/licensed in this 
project? If so, how many? 

a.     No 
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4.     How many workstations are currently deployed throughout the system? 

a.     15 

5.     Is any scope required for integration into the existing RS2 system? 

a.     No, the only requirement of the RFP is that the installed system must be capable of 
future integration with the District’s RS2 system.  Bidders are NOT required to be RS2 
certified. 

6.     Clarify all Server & Software options 

a.     There is an existing Genetec system.  Option 1 is to maintain and expand the 
existing Genetec system.  Option 2 is to replace the Genetec system completely with a 
new software VMS.  The preferred system for Option 2 is Salient.  Bidders can provide 
pricing for Option 1, Option 2, or Options 1 and 2.  The bidders must be certified in the 
option(s) that are provided. 

  

Option 1a: Reuse Existing Servers and install new cameras on existing Genetec 
Servers 

Option 1b: Provide a NEW recording server at each school sized to support ALL 
new cameras shown on plans.  Provide new Genetec camera licenses as 
required. 

Option 1c: Provide a NEW recording server stack in the district office sized to 
support the cameras shown at ALL schools.  Provide new Genetec camera 
licenses as required. 

  

Option 2a: Provide a NEW recording server at each school sized to support ALL 
new cameras shown on plans.  Provide NEW Salient licenses. 

Option 2b: Provide a NEW recording server stack in the district office sized to 
support the cameras shown at ALL schools.  Provide NEW Salient licenses. 

  

7.     Is the district sold on Genetec or are they open to other VMS platforms? 

a.     The District prefers Genetec or Salient for VMS, however would be open to other 
comparable systems.  Any proposed alternate must be provided with product information 
identifying equivalent features.  All RFP responses must include proof of manufacturer 
certification by the bidder for the system(s) being proposed. 

8.     Confirm the recording requirements 

a.     30 Days of Storage | Minimum Record Settings of H.264 and 5FPS | 50% Motion 
24-hour record on motion | Maximum Resolution of each camera 
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9.     Any other systems need to be integrated into the video system? 

a.     Active Directory 

 Existing Conditions: 
1.     Are any existing cameras to remain? 

a.     No 

2.     Are existing cameras to be removed? 

a.     Yes, all existing cameras are to be removed and returned to the District. 

3.     Clarification of wall / ceiling / soffit mounting in areas where it is not obvious 

a.     In areas that are not clear to exactly what type of ceiling, bidders shall include the 
camera, pendant mount and pole for hanging from an open ceiling. 

4.     Do existing cameras run on Cat6? 

a.     All existing cameras are connected to the district network using network cabling that 
adheres to the district cabling standards.  Bidders may reuse existing camera cabling for 
new cameras that are to be installed in the path between existing cameras and the IDF 
closet.  Any cabling not planned to be reused must be removed completely from the 
camera to the IDF. 

 

 Cameras: 
1.     Are only Hanwha cameras accepted as part of the bid? 

a.     No, the basis of design includes Hanwha camera model numbers.  Bidders have 
requested alternates from Axis, HikVision, and Avigilon.  The District is open to any 
alternate manufacturer of equal specification.  Bidders providing pricing using alternate 
cameras MUST provide cut sheets for each camera and a list of substituted models.  The 
district will review and weigh options based upon price, serviceability, support, and 
manufacturer reputation. 

ALL CAMERAS MUST BE PROVIDED FROM A SINGLE MANUFACTURER WITH 
CENTRALIZED FIRMWARE UPGRADE OPTION. 

2.     The exterior site list for each school has QNV-8080R but the specs list that as an interior camera. 
The XNV-8080R is listed as outdoor. Which would should we use? 

a.     All cameras must be rated for the environment that they are to be installed in. 
XNV-8080R should be used outdoors. 

3.     The exterior site camera schedule lists PNM-9020V but the specs list out PNM-9030V. Which 
camera should we use? 

a.     PNM-9030V 

4.  
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 Is 10 years of experience with Hanhwa required for distribution? 

a.     No, not required. 

 Infrastructure: 
1.     Clarification of scope regarding cabling to devices 

a.     The District would like to have the winning vendor run the cable for the new camera 
locations, however listed this as “TBD” in Scope Delineation as the District may elect to 
run their own cable depending on the cost. Pricing for this by drop would be ideal as it 
would allow the proposal to expand or contract based on number of cameras. 

2.     May we reuse the existing cable if the new camera is in the same location? 

a.     No 

3.     Do all poles exist for the new exterior cameras? 

a.     Yes, cameras to be installed on existing light poles. 

4.     Are there any existing cameras on existing poles? 

a.     No, these cameras will be new. 

5.     How will light pole cameras be powered? 

a.     Bidders will assume that 120VAC power is available 24-hours per day in at the light 
pole. 

6.     How will light pole cameras communicate? 

a.     Point-to-MultiPoint wireless network to be provided as part of the project by Bidders. 
See bid form for required pricing options. 

7.     Who will provide patch panels and patch cables? 

a.     All cabling, patch panels, jacks, and patch cords must be provided by the bidder and 
certified end-to-end to satisfy the district cabling requirements.  All cabling must be 
installed to the most stringent BICSI, EIA/TIA standards. 

8.     For inside the main building, is any new fiber required? 

a.     No  

9.     Is lightning protection required for the exterior cameras? 

a.     Yes 

10.  For the stadium cameras, how do you want this infrastructure?  Wireless? fiber to poles? who will be 
providing this infrastructure?  

a.     Point-to-MultiPoint wireless network to be provided as part of the project by Bidders. 
See bid form for required pricing options. 
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11.  What is the specification for any cabling over 295’? 

a.     Clarify in bid locations that cannot reach an IDF within 250-feet.  Further review by 
the Technology team will determine how to address these after bids are received. 

12.  Is there a network in the concession stands or the press boxes? 

a.     No, assume a wireless node for this location. 

13.  Was a wireless survey done at any of the site campuses? 

a.     No – a final wireless design/coordination will take place with the selected vendor(s)  

14.  Who is providing network switches? 

a.     All network switch ports are by the District. 
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